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ABSTRACT
The problem of building test collections is central to the de-
velopment of information retrieval systems such as search
engines. Starting with a few relevant “nuggets” of informa-
tion manually extracted from existing TREC corpora, we
implement and test a methodology that finds and correctly
assesses the vast majority of relevant documents found by
TREC assessors—as well as up to four times more additional
relevant documents. Our methodology produces highly ac-
curate test collections that hold the promise of addressing
the issues of scalability, reusability, and applicability.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and Re-
trieval; H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: Performance Eval-
uation

General Terms
Measurement, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
The key limitation of the Cranfield paradigm is that the

information relevant to a topic is encoded by documents.
Thus, assessing the performance of an information retrieval
system requires effectively complete relevance judgments.

For large collections of documents and/or topics, it is im-
practical to assess the relevance of each document to each
topic. Instead, a small subset of the documents is chosen. A
number of IR systems are used to find documents believed
to be relevant to the topics. A “pool” of these documents is
selected to be judged; only the relevance of these documents
is assessed.

This gives rise to the following problems:

1. Scalability: The Cranfield paradigm and its vari-
ants cannot scale to large collections and/or topic sets.
For example, the query “Barack Obama” yields about
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233 million results on Google as of August 2011; it
would be impossible to judge any meaningful sample
of these documents at a reasonable cost or in a reason-
able amount of time.

2. Reusability: For static collections, novel systems will
retrieve unjudged but relevant documents, and the as-
sessments of these systems will be inaccurate. For dy-
namic collections (such as the World Wide Web), new
documents will be added and old documents removed,
rendering even statically constructed “effectively com-
plete” relevance assessments incomplete over time.

3. Applicability: It can be difficult to apply a test col-
lection designed for one retrieval task to another re-
trieval task. The current methodologies used to ad-
dress the issues of scale and reusability can exacerbate
this problem.

Various attempts to address the issues described above
have been proposed. Sampling techniques such as statAP
[6], the Minimal Test Collection methodology [5] and their
variants have been used extensively in various TREC tracks.
A carefully chosen sample of documents is drawn from the
pool, these documents are judged, and a statistical estimate
of the true value of a performance measure over that pool is
derived. Given that accurate estimates can be derived us-
ing samples as small as roughly 5% of the entire pool, these
methods permit the use of pools 20 times the size of stan-
dard fully-judged pools. However, this is only a stop-gap
measure. These methods cannot scale to collections the size
of the web and do not address the issue of dynamic collec-
tions. Furthermore, they reduce applicability in that the
samples drawn and estimates obtained are typically tailored
to specific evaluation measures, e.g. average precision.

Crowd-sourcing relevance judgments, via, for example,
Mechanical Turk, has also been proposed [1]. However, this
too is only a stop-gap measure, allowing us to use collec-
tions larger in roughly direct proportion to the relative ease
(in time or cost) of crowd-sourced judgments vs. assessor
judgments: if 10 to 100 crowd-sourced judgments can be
obtained in the same time or at the same cost as 1 assessor
judgment, then pools one to two orders of magnitude larger
than standard pools can be contemplated. But this still
does not scale to the web, or address the issue of dynamic
collections. The use of click-through data has also been pro-
posed [8], but this is only applicable to the web, and only
for those topics and documents with sufficient “clicks”.

In order to address the inherent limitations of the Cran-
field paradigm, we propose a test collection construction
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Figure 1: For a given query, selected documents are
evaluated as “relevant/nonrelevant”. Left: Tradi-
tional TREC strategy for relevance. Right: Pro-
posed nuggets methodology.

methodology based on information nuggets. We refer to
minimal, atomic units of relevant information as “nuggets”.
Nuggets can range from simple answers, such as people’s
names, to full sentences or paragraphs. In this model, asses-
sors mark the information that is relevant contained within
a document, rather than mark the documents containing
relevant information. This relevant information is used to
automatically assign relevance judgments to documents.

2. METHODOLOGY
The Cranfield paradigm and its variants encode the infor-

mation relevant to a topic by documents. Our hypothesis is
that while the number of documents potentially relevant to a
topic can be enormous, the amount of information relevant
to a topic, the nuggets, is far, far smaller. Thus, collecting
and encoding the relatively small set of nuggets, as opposed
to the dynamically changing and effectively infinite set of
documents, relevant to a topic will enable us to address the
issues of scalability, reusability, and applicability.

Figure 1 graphically illustrates the differences between
the traditional Cranfield-style methodology (left) and the
nugget-based methodology proposed (right). The nuggets
themselves are the relevant and useful pieces of information
for a given topic—the information that the user seeks. As
a set, they yield a natural encoding of the information rele-
vant to a topic. In principle, if this set is complete, we can
use the nuggets to infer the relevance of any document.

To build our test collection, we ask assessors to view doc-
uments as before. However, rather than providing binary
or graded relevance judgments, we instead ask the assessor
to extract nuggets. These nuggets, the information relevant
to a topic, are used to automatically infer the relevance of
arbitrary documents in the collection.

3. PILOT IMPLEMENTATION
Building a test collection in our framework consists of

three distinct tasks (the rectangular boxes in Figure 1, right):
(1) selecting documents from which to extract nuggets, (2)
extracting nuggets from those documents, and (3) using the
extracted nuggets to algorithmically create relevance judg-
ments for any desired subset of the corpus. Each of these
tasks could be performed in various ways; in this section,

we document the decisions we made in implementing our
methodology.

Document Selection. Any human assessment of documents
must use a procedure to select the documents to be judged.
Generally, documents retrieved by many systems and/or at
higher ranks are preferred to documents retrieved by fewer
systems and/or at lower ranks. We used the statAP selection
mechanism because it has been shown to be an effective doc-
ument selection procedure in previous TREC ad hoc tracks
for system evaluation [6].

Nugget Extraction. Nugget extraction was performed by
our internal assessors (primarily graduate students engaged
in IR research). For each relevant document in the sample,
the assessor was asked to extract the relevant nuggets (see
Figure 2 for the nugget extraction interface). They were in-
structed to find the smallest piece of text that constitutes
relevant information in and of itself. However, assessors were
not restricted to text as it appears in the document; slight
modifications of the text, e.g. co-reference disambiguation,
deleting contextual stopwords, etc. were encouraged. In the
end, the vast majority of nuggets collected were relevant
information extracts encoded in the form of actual text con-
tained in relevant documents.

Assessors were also given the option of adding topic key-
words, which would be used later as a retrieval filter. If
a topic has keywords associated with it, a document must
contain at least one keyword to be considered relevant for
that topic. For example, consider the topic “JFK assassi-

nation”. An assessor might add the keyword “Kennedy”. If
a document does not contain this term, it will not be con-
sidered relevant.

Inferred Relevance Judgements. To test our methodol-
ogy, we implemented a text-based matching algorithm that
automatically infers the relevance of documents given the
nuggets extracted. According to the typical TREC defini-
tion of relevance for ad hoc retrieval, a document is con-
sidered relevant if it contains a single relevant piece of in-
formation. Thus, if a document contains a piece of text
sufficiently similar to a known relevant information nugget,
then the document must necessarily be relevant. Therefore,
each document was given a relevance score based on whether
it matched any nugget.

The matching algorithm is based on a variant of shingle
matching, which is often used in near-duplicate detection [4].
A shingle is a sequence of k consecutive words in a piece
of text. For example, after stopwording, the nugget "John

Kennedy was elected president in 1960" has the follow-
ing shingles for k = 3: (John Kennedy elected), (Kennedy
elected president), and (elected president 1960).

Given the set of nuggets, we computed a relevance score
for each document by (1) computing a score for each shingle,
(2) combining these shingle scores to obtain a score for each
nugget, and (3) combining these nugget scores to obtain a
score for the document:

• Shingle score: For any nugget and each shingle of
size k, let S be the minimum span of words in the
document that contains all shingle words in any order.
A shingle matches well if it is contained in a small
span. We used the algorithm presented in [7] to find
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Nuggets for this Query

1. Peace Deal +(122,1)

• King Hussein had told foreign correspondents
at a private dinner over the weekend that
'there is a likelihood of a postponement of the
peace deal between Israel and the Palestine
Liberation Organisation.

 
x

• MR YITZHAK RABIN, the Israeli prime
minister, is believed to have held secret talks
with King Hussein in order to allay the
Jordanian monarch's suspicions over Israel's
autonomy agreement with the Palestine
Liberation Organisation.

 
x

• The king said he did not wish the election to
become a referendum on the PLO-Israeli deal.

 
x

• Clearly delighted that the US was proposing
to engage him in renewed peace efforts, the
king told reporters: 'I believe this is a milestone
in relations between our two countries.' The US
hopes Jordan can help provide 'cover' for the
presence of a Palestinian delegation at any
peace conference involving Israel.

 
x

• Mr Mitterrand, who last week called for an
end to the 'unacceptable, immoral' Arab
boycott of Israel, will meet Palestinian leaders
tomorrow. He will then move on to Jordan, a
long-standing French ally. He is due to discuss
the progress of the peace talks with King
Hussein.

 
x

• King Hussein of Jordan told Mr Christopher
on Saturday that he was anxious to return to
the talks, but the continued exile of the
Palestinians deported by Israel two months ago
remained an obstacle.

 
x

•

President Saddam Hussein moved Wednesday to rejuvenate his military high command for the second time in
two months, naming a new defense minister to replace the aging general in that post.

The new defense minister, Lt. Gen. Saadi Tuma Jubouri, was a hero of his country's 1980-88 war with Iran.
As a key division commander, he was known for throwing men into battle regardless of casualties, Iraqi
veterans say.

The appointment comes less than five weeks before a U.N.-imposed deadline for Iraq to get out of Kuwait,
the small neighboring sheikdom that Hussein's forces invaded Aug. 2. After that deadline, the U.N. Security
Council resolution authorizes the use of force by U.S.-led multinational troops to liberate Kuwait.

Jubouri, believed to be in his late 40s, replaces the 70-year-old Gen.

Abdul-Jabar Shanshal, who was named defense minister in May, 1989, when his predecessor was killed in a
helicopter crash.

At the time, Shanshal was considered an interim replacement. Hussein noted in a letter to Shanshal on
Wednesday that it was always understood that because of his age and health, he would not be asked to
serve more than two years.

The text of the letter, broadcast on Baghdad Radio, said the aging general is being returned to his previous
post of minister of state for military affairs, a position that reportedly carries no influence.

According to some reports, Lt. Gen. Jubouri, the new defense minister, devised the formidable defensive lines
that protected the southern Iraqi city of Basra against repeated "human wave" assaults by Iranian troops
during the war. He also commanded Iraqi forces in heavy fighting on the southern front.

In mid-October, Hussein fired his military chief of staff, Lt. Gen. Abdul-Karim Khazraji, replacing him with
another war hero, Lt. Gen. Hussein Rashid, in a shift that was never explained.

Some analysts said the latest top-level shift indicates the Iraqi strongman's renewed readiness and
willingness to go to war as the U.N. deadline nears. The most recent signals to emanate from Baghdad were
more conciliatory, as Hussein over the last few days released the last of the hundreds of Western hostages
who wanted to leave Iraq and Kuwait.

Adding to the sense of urgency here is nightly civil defense instruction on Iraqi television, along with the
continued call-up of soldiers for the front, teen-agers and 40-year-olds included.

Meanwhile, with plans to open talks with the United States stalled, Iraq is trying to open a second diplomatic
front -- this one with the Arab world -- to break out of its global isolation.

King Hussein reaffirmed his commitment to the Middle East peace process.

Existing Labels: Peace Deal  

New Label:  
Submit Nugget

Previous Document Next Document

Welcome Shahzad! (Unjudged documents: 1) [ logout]

Title : King Hussein, peace

Description : How significant a figure over the years was the late Jordanian King Hussein in furthering peace in the Middle East?

Narrative :
A relevant document must include mention of Israel; King Hussein himself as opposed to other Jordanian officials;
discussion of the King's on-going, previous or upcoming efforts; and efforts pertinent to the peace process, not merely
Jordan's relationship with other middle-east countries or the U.S.

Copyright © 2010-2012, [Anonymized]. All rights reserved.

Figure 2: Nugget extraction interface.

the shortest span of shingle words in a text document
in linear time. We define the shingle score as follows:

shingleScore = λ(S−k)/k,

where λ is a fixed decay parameter. We found λ =
0.95 to be an effective value. Note that in contrast
to standard shingle matching, we do not require all
shingle words to be present in the matching document
in the same order or contiguously; by our definition,
such a shingle would have a“perfect” shingle score of 1.

• Nugget score: To obtain a score for each nugget, we
average the scores of each of its shingles:

nuggetScore =
1

#shingles

X
s∈shingles

shingleScore(s).

• Document score: Since we wish to know if the docu-
ment matched at least one nugget, the relevance score
of each document is defined to be the maximum nugget
score of the document:

docScore = max
n∈nuggets

nuggetScore(n).

• Inferred relevance judgment: We convert a docu-
ment relevance score to an inferred relevance judgment
by simple thresholding. The threshold θ = 0.8 is held
constant across all experiments.

4. VALIDATION
In order to show that our methodology produces use-

ful test collections and addresses the issues of scalability,
reusability, and applicability, we must show that our inferred
relevance judgments are correct and that our system can
return far more relevant documents than traditional meth-
ods. To this end, we constructed two separate test collec-
tions based on well-studied collections produced by previous
TREC tracks.

The first experiment uses ad hoc retrieval data from the
TREC 8 ad hoc task: a collection built around a corpus of
about 500,000 clean text newswire articles. It is considered
to have effectively complete assessments, with an average

of about 1,736 assessed documents for each of 50 queries.
We refer to this data collectively (documents, judgments,
queries, systems) as “ad hoc”.

The second experiment is based on data from the TREC09
web track diversity task, which uses the ClueWeb09 html
collection of about one billion documents. It contains an
average of only about 528 documents assessed per query.
This data is referred to as “web”.

Using statAP sampling, we selected 200 documents for
each query from each collection. Of these documents, we
extracted nuggets from only those that had been judged rel-
evant by TREC assessors. The TREC 8 ad hoc collection
sample, denoted “SampleAdHoc”, consists of approximately
11% of the documents assessed by TREC. The TREC09 web
sample, denoted “SampleWeb”, consists of approximately
38% of the documents assessed by TREC. On average, about
87 nuggets were extracted per query for the ad hoc sample,
and about 62 nuggets were extracted per query for the web
sample. (See table below.)

Sample Relevant Documents Nuggets
SampleAdHoc 34.02 86.98
SampleWeb 25.18 61.82

Given the nuggets extracted, we employ the matching al-
gorithm to infer binary relevance for all documents not con-
tained in our sample. The relevance judgments produced are
referred to by the sample of documents from which nuggets
were extracted, e.g. “SampleAdHoc+InfRel(Nuggets)”refers
to the judgments by TREC assessors of documents in the ad
hoc sample, plus the judgments inferred for the remaining
documents.

We demonstrate the correctness of our inferred judgments
in two ways: by comparing our judgments to those pro-
vided by TREC, and by verifying the inferred relevance of
documents that were not assessed by TREC with indepen-
dent human assessors. However, we must bear in mind that
the notion of correctness of relevance judgments is some-
what problematic. Inter-assessor disagreement [3, 9] is a
well known phenomenon, as the question of relevance is am-
biguous for many documents. Even if our inferences were
perfect, we would still expect to see disagreement with our
inferences and any other judgments.
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After thresholding, we can compare our inferred judg-
ments against the published TREC qrel, measuring preci-
sion, recall, F1, etc. (See table below.)

Truncated Result List MAP Precision Recall F1
SampleAdHoc 0.48 0.18 0.47 0.26

SampleAdHoc+InfRel 0.76 0.88 0.65 0.75
SampleWeb 0.24 0.23 0.25 0.24

SampleWeb+InfRel 0.75 0.88 0.60 0.71

For comparison, a previously published comparison of in-
ferred relevance judgments to existing qrels [2] cites an F1 of
0.68 (compared with our F1=0.75). From this we conclude
that the relevance judgments produced by our methodology
are very similar to those produced by the TREC assessors.

To test the hypothesis that our method finds many ad-
ditional relevant documents, as well as to further test the
correctness of our inferred relevance judgments, we also val-
idated the correctness of our relevance judgments for doc-
uments from the web corpus not assessed by TREC. Our
matching algorithm marked an average of about 400 ad-
ditional documents as relevant per query. We selected a
uniform random sample of about 80 per query and per-
formed a validation of these inferred relevance assessments
using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service.1 (See table be-
low.) Note that the “outside qrel” numbers given below are
maximum likelihood estimates of the number of documents
in each category given the random sample that was judged.

Within Outside Total
qrel qrel

Judged Rel 2,969 14,624 17,593
Judged NonRel 411 5,329 5,740

Total 3,380 19,953 23,333
Agreement 87.84% 73.29% 75.40%

This experiment resulted in an agreement of 73.29% between
the Mechanical Turk judges and our inferred assessments.
Given the overall sample size of about 4000 documents, there
is a 99.9% statistical confidence that the number of relevant
documents outside the TREC qrel is at least 14,049.

Overall, even with nuggets extracted from a small sample
of assessed documents, we were able to correctly infer rele-
vance for a large number of relevant documents, with limited
false positive mistakes and within the realm of inter-assessor
disagreement.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our methodology produces reliable relevance judgments

at a substantially reduced cost. Based on reasonable as-
sumptions,2 we were able to construct SampleAdHoc in one-
sixth the time and SampleWeb in half the time that TREC
required to create the underlying collections.

Preliminary results with our nugget-based test collections
indicate that the relevance judgments inferred from nuggets

1mturk.com. Each Mechanical Turk job was verified for
quality: each job consisted of 30 documents, out of which
10 were verification documents with known TREC assess-
ments. Turkers were required to correctly assess 70% of
these 10 documents; otherwise, the job was not accepted.
Furthermore, some jobs were performed by multiple judges.
If a document had multiple assessments for a given query,
the majority vote was used. In case of a tie, the document
was discarded from measurement.
2Private communication with a TREC organizer.

are also accurate enough to perform reliable and reusable
system evaluations; in our pilot study, we obtained system
orderings with Kendall’s τ at or above 0.9 as compared to
ground truth TREC assessments.

In future work, we intend to explore the application of
nuggets to areas such as learning-to-rank, novelty and diver-
sity, and so-called“knowledge engines”such as Wolfram|Alpha.
We also hope to develop new performance metrics that uses
nugget matching to directly measure the information con-
tent of the documents in a ranked list, rather than simply
measuring the ranks at which relevant documents appear.
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